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in advance all the success that Stresemann hoped to win. He told
the nation frankly that the foreign minister would win; he also
told it that victory meant utter disaster, the culminating con-
secration of servitude and the placing of the unborn under "tribute
slavery." That heady phrase was dkined into German ears in
season and out of season; acceptance of the Young plan meant
social misery—the text of a famous Hugenberg speech to Marburg
students which roused Stresemann to fury; in repudiation alone
was there sound patriotism and sound economics.
It was a cruder, but far more effective anti-Stresemann and
anti-patriotic propaganda than ever before, but, as he divided
his time between negotiation and sanatoria, Stresemann did not
fear it or its protagonists. He had taken the measure of these
new opponents with deadly accuracy. They were little men,
poisonous little men, the representatives or hirelings of what is
vulgarly known as capitalism supported by the irreconcilable,
the envious, and the malignant. Of all the Right, Hugenberg was
the most obnoxious to Stresemann who had had to struggle with
his type from early days—the soulless, ambitious egotist who
represents modern capitalism at its worst, who has all the vices
and none of the virtues of the earlier capitalists and boasts a
culture and a social status to which they disdained to aspire. But
he did not fear him nor any of the leaders of the "national" front.
His anxiety went much deeper.
It was due partly to his earlier experience when wide sections
of the nation had done their best to make success impossible,
partly to deductions from recent events. It seemed to him that
the character of the opposition to him was changing. Beyond its
leaders he descried a class, his own class, and still more a genera-
tion in revolt. For the first time he seemed to be confronting
hostile youth and that turned his soul to water within him. His
own perennial youthfulness, his sentimental nostalgia for the care-
free life of student days, for its alternation of recklessness with
high seriousness, made him peculiarly sensitive where youth was
concerned. Even when it ran to extremes as it always does, and
mistook the business for the dream, he still believed that the
maxima reverentia was its due as the only generation with a future.

